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QUESTION 1

Which catalog mode is invalid in a Central Administration Server Option (CASO) environment? 

A. centralized 

B. distributed 

C. replicated 

D. synchronized 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which option is an administrator unable to select when configuring a test run job? 

A. check logon account credentials 

B. check for checksum errors 

C. check for sufficient storage space 

D. check that media is available 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two conditions contribute to achieve a high deduplication ratio? (Choose two.) 

A. The percentage of data that changes is low. 

B. The same file is backed up from multiple locations. 

C. Client-side and server deduplication are simultaneously enabled. 

D. Compression is enabled in the backup job. 

E. All data being protected is from physical servers. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

What are two results of moving a server to the Retired Servers group? (Choose two.) 

A. The server is removed from the All Servers group. 
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B. Scheduled backups for the server will be discontinued. 

C. The server is ineligible for restore operations. 

D. The server is ineligible for new backup operations. 

E. Information about the server is removed from Backup Exec. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 

How many Library Expansion Option (LEO) licenses are required in order to use all drives in the robotic library shown? 

A. 0 

B. 1 

C. 3 

D. 2 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

When is the Install Device Drivers Option unavailable in the Configure Storage wizard? 
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A. when Backup Exec detects hardware that is unsupported 

B. when Backup Exec detects that device drivers are already installed 

C. when Backup Exec is installed on a Windows 2008 or earlier operating system 

D. when Backup Exec is installed on a Windows 2012 or later operating system 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Which two scenarios require the Backup Exec database encryption key to be provided? (Choose two.) 

A. a rolling upgrade of the Central Admin Server (CAS) 

B. a migration of Backup Exec from one server to another 

C. a Backup Exec database optimization 

D. a repair of the Backup Exec database 

E. a disaster recovery of the Backup Exec server 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 8

An administrator is attempting to browse file and directory details, but only backup set header information is available. 

What may be the cause for the lack of detailed information; and how should the administrator enable the selection of
individual items for restore? 

A. The backup sets have expired, and the media must be re-cataloged. 

B. The backup sets have expired, and the media must be re-inventoried. 

C. The Backup Exec server catalog settings have been set to truncate automatically, and the media must be re-
cataloged. 

D. The Backup Exec server catalog settings have been set to truncate automatically, and the media must be re-
inventoried. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

An administrator needs to restore a folder to a running Hyper-V virtual machine. 

What must be installed for the restore to complete successfully? 
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A. Agent for VMware and Hyper-V on the virtual machine 

B. Agent for Windows on the Hyper-V host server 

C. Agent for VMware and Hyper-V on the Hyper-V host server 

D. Agent for Windows on the virtual machine 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Refer to the exhibit. 

Backup Exec catalogs each backup job. 

What is the effect if the catalogs are truncated in the Backup Exec server\\'s settings? 

A. restores fail 

B. only backup set information is listed in the restore wizard 

C. no backup set information is listed in the restore wizard 

D. restores are only performed from disk devices 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 11

Which two capabilities of the Backup Exec Agent for Microsoft Exchange are supported? (Choose two.) 

A. granular restore from virtual agent backup for Database Availability Groups (DAG) 

B. continuous backup of Exchange databases and mailboxes 

C. redirect restore of Exchange 2010 database to Exchange Server 2013 

D. redirect restore of mailboxes or mailbox items to a .PST file 

E. restore of individual mail items 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 12

In which two circumstances will the overwrite protection period for a tape begin? (Choose two.) 

A. at the start time of an overwrite job (if there are no appends) 

B. at the end time of an overwrite job (if there are no appends) 

C. at the start time of the last append operation on a media 

D. at the end time of the first append operation on a media 

E. at the end time of the last append operation on a media 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 13

An administrator is using Backup Exec to back up to an LTO tape device using default settings. Backups are running
slower than expected. 

Which option may improve backup performance? 

A. use deduplication 

B. power cycle the tape device 

C. look for updates for the device and the controller 

D. change device concurrency settings 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 14

Which two alternate destinations are available when using the restore wizard to restore from file and folder backups?
(Choose two.) 

A. Zip file 

B. Drive and Path 

C. Microsoft Virtual Hard Disk 

D. PST file 

E. VMDK file 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 15

In which scenario should an administrator choose to use the faster processing method for Hyper-V backups? 

A. The administrator wants to use full and incremental backup methods. 

B. The administrator wants to use full and differential backup methods. 

C. The administrator wants to use client-side deduplication for backups. 

D. The Hyper-V host has limited space for checkpoints. 

Correct Answer: A 
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